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Abstract
We introduce a type of movement constraints for a swarm of robots
in a grid environment, which is inspired by Alex Randolph’s board
game Ricochet Robot and new to the field of robot motion planning.
This type of movement may be used to model robots with very limited
abilities for self localization: We assume that once a robot starts to
drive in a certain direction, it does not stop its movement until it hits
an obstacle wall or another robot. We give some lower bounds on the
number of robots needed to reach every cell. Especially, it is easy to
see that three robots are necessary and sufficient to reach every cell in
a simple rectangular environment. Further, we consider the question,
whether a certain cell can be reached is in arbitrary environments.
A Java applet for simulating robot swarms moving with these constraints can be found in
http://www.geometrylab.de/RacingRobots/
Key words: Robot navigation, unknown environment, navigation error, robot swarms, NP-hardness, PSPACE-completeness.
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Introduction

Robot motion planning has received a lot of attention both in computational
geometry and in robotics; see, for example, the surveys [16, 29, 21, 31, 5,
13, 26, 18], or the books [30, 25, 32, 9].
In this paper, we consider a quite simple model for the robots and their
environment: The robots are short sighted and the surrounding is subdivided by a rectangular integer grid; that is, the robots move in a cellular
environment, similar to a chessboard or squared writing paper.
Environments with a grid structure were considered in different settings.
Icking et al. [20] studied the exploration problem (also known as covering) of
a simple grid polygon (i.e., a polygon with no obstacles inside). They gave a
lower bound of 67 and a 43 - competitive exploration strategy for this problem.
The case of a polygon with obstacles was considered by Icking et al. [17, 19]
—see also [23]—and independently by Gabriely and Rimon [12]. Itai et
al. [22] showed that the corresponding offline problem is NP-hard. Betke
et al. [6] and Albers et al. [1] studied the piecemeal exploration problem,
where the robot has to return to the start cell every now and then. Cellular
environments were also considered from a more practical point of view; see,
for example, Moravec and Elfes [27, 10], or Zelinsky et al. [8].
Swarms of robots have been studied intensely. See, for example, the
works of Bruckstein et al. [7] or Amato et al. [2]. Arkin et al. considered the
freeze-tag problem (i.e., the question how to ’wake up’ an initially inactive
swarm of robots) [4] and the dispersion of a swarm of robots [3].
Another interesting model for robots moving around in cellular environments was inspired by the board game Ricochet Robots by Alex Ran1

Figure 1: The board game Ricochet Robots by Alex Randolph.
dolph [28], see Figure 1. The game consists of four robots in different colors,
several marker chips, and a game board showing some obstacles and some
cells marked with different symbols. Initially, the robots are placed randomly on the board and the markers are hidden. In every turn one of the
markers is drawn. The players try to figure out the smallest number of
moves that are necessary to move the robot in the revealed color to the cell
with the revealed symbol. The interesting part of the game are the rules to
move a robot: A robot can move in one of the four directions (north, east,
south, or west), but once it has chosen a direction it continues to move in
this direction until it hits an obstacle or another robot. Thus, it is often
necessary to move robots that serve as guides to stop the movement of another robot on an appropriate cell. See, for example, Figure 2: The task is
to move the robot ⊗ to the cell marked with 3. To permit this movement,
the robot ⊕ has to move to a, so three moves are necessary to solve the task.
Of course, the player that finds the minimal number of movements wins the
turn.
This model can be used for a swarm of robots. Each of them has a very
restricted orientation: Even if the robots have a map of their environment,
a robot that touches a wall knows only, which wall in the environment it
touches, but as soon as the robot leaves the wall it has no chance to locate
itself. Therefore, it continues its movement until it hits another wall or
another robot. However, the robots are able to communicate with each
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Figure 2: Example: the robot ⊕ has to move to a to allow the robot ⊗ a
movement to 3.
other, or all of them are controlled by the same computer. Apart from the
best strategy to solve Randolph’s game, an interesting question is, whether
there is an upper bound for the number of robots, such that every cell can
be reached by at least one robot. In this report, we show—after a formal
definition for the robots and their environment in Section 2— upper bounds
for some rather simple configurations in Section 3.
The major contribution is the NP-hardness proof for the reachability
problem in arbitrary environments that we give in Section 4. Moreover, this
result can be extended to PSPACE-completeness by an analogy to the game
which was independently analysed by Hüffner et al. [15], and Holzer and
Schwoon [14].
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Preliminaries

We assume that the robot’s environment is subdivided by a rectangular
integer grid, see Figure 3.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 3: (i) Polygon with 23 cells and one hole (black cells) inside, (ii)
the robot can determine which of the 4 adjacent cells are free, and enter an
adjacent free cell.
We call a reachable basic block in the environment a cell, and the set
of all cells that can be reached by the robots a grid polygon, or polygon for
short. An unreachable block is called an obstacle or hole. We call a polygon
simple, if it has no holes inside.
We assume that the environment is populated by a system, R, of N
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robots, r1 , . . . , rN . The robots start either from a common start cell1 , s, or
from a given start configuration, S = (s1 , . . . , sN ), inside the polygon. The
sensors of a robot provide the information, which of the four neighbors of
the currently occupied cell belong to the polygon and which ones do not.
Further, the robot is able to recognize neighboring cells occupied by another
robot. A robot can enter an unoccupied polygon cell, but once it started to
drive in a certain direction, it will continue the movement until it hits a wall
(i.e., an obstacle) or another robot. We assume that in any point of time at
most one robot moves.
In spite of the very basic sensors, the robots are either able to communicate with each other or they are steered by a common controlling unit.
However, the robot system R provides enough memory to store a map of
the environment and some additional information.
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Upper bounds on the Number of Robots

If there are passages of width 1 in the environment, we can “trap” robots.
See, for example, Figure 4(i): The polygon includes a corridor of width 1,
and we need d k2 e + 1 robots starting in s before t is reached—one robot in
a and d k2 e robots to “fill” the corridor from the left or from the right. Note
that we need one robot located in the cell b before another robot is able to
reach a, but the robot in b can be used again after a is occupied.
k
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Figure 4: In both cases, d k2 e + 1 robots are necessary to reach t: one located
in a, and d k2 e to “fill” the corridor.
Even if we have a simple polygon, corridors of width 1 may cause the
need for an arbitrary number of robots, see Figure 4(ii): We need also d k2 e+1
robots starting in s to occupy t. But what happens, if the polygon does not
have such narrow passages? Are there still polygons that need an arbitrary
number of robots, or is there an upper bound? So far, only the following
upper bound is known.
1

In this case, we imagine the robots enter the polygon successively through a door in
the wall or in the floor.
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Figure 5: t can be reached with O(n + m) steps using 3 robots.
Lemma 1 Given a rectangle of size m × n, m, n > 1, without holes inside,
every cell can be reached using at most three Randolph robots with O(m+n)
moves.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary start cell, s, and an arbitrary target, t =
n
(x, y), see Figure 5. W.l.o.g. we assume that x ≤ d m
2 e and y ≥ d 2 e holds;
otherwise, we choose another cell than c1 in the following.
We reach t using the following strategy. In the first stage, we place one
robot to mark the column containing t: The first robot moves from s via
s0 to c1 with 2 moves, the second robot moves from s to a1 . Now, the first
robot moves via c4 , c3 and c2 to a2 , the second robot moves a similar path
to a3 . This continues, until eventually one of the two robots has reached the
cell ai . With the help of the robot in ai we can proceed vertically to t: The
other robot moves via c3 , c2 and b to b1 . Now, we need a third robot that
moves via s0 and b to b2 , and the robot located on b1 is now free to move to
b3 . We proceed in this way until we reach t. It is easy to see that we use no
n
more than 4d m
2 e moves to occupy the cells ai and b, and no more than 4d 2 e
further moves to reach t, yielding O(n + m) moves.
2
So far, we were not able to give an upper or lower bound for the number
of robots needed in more complex environments (without holes inside and
without corridors of width 1). Although it is possible to increase the lower
bound slightly by introducing “traps” that have to be guarded by additional
robots (marked with ⊕ in Figure 6), it is not possible to repeat this construction in a recursive way to show an unbounded number of needed robots.
We can add traps to the traps, but as the number of robots increases, we
have enough robots to “rescue” the guards inside a trap that are no longer
needed if a guard is placed in ⊕.
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Figure 6: An attempt to increase the lower bound.
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Reachability in Arbitrary Polygons

Now, we consider the following problem, the Reachability Problem:
Given an arbitrary grid polygon, P , a system of N Randolph
robots, r1 , . . . , rN , a start configuration, S = (s1 , . . . , sN ), and a
target cell, t. Is one of the robots able to reach t—probably with
the help of the other robots?
In this section, we show that the Reachability Problem is NP-hard by
reducing the well known satisfiability problem with three literals per clause
(3SAT) [24] to the Reachability Problem. Let us recall the 3SAT Problem:
Given a boolean expression, α, consisting of m clauses, C1 , . . . , Cm ,
over n variables, X1 , . . . , Xn , where each clause consists of three
literals; that is:
α = C1 ∧ . . . ∧ C m
with Ci = (Li1 ∨ Li2 ∨ Li3 ) and Lij ∈ { X` , ¬X` ; 1 ≤ ` ≤ n } .
Is there a truth assignment for X1 , . . . , Xn such that α is fulfilled?
Let us first give a brief outline on the reduction: We construct a polygon,
P (α), depending on α. Our robot system, R, consists of n + 1 robots,
rt = r0 , r1 , . . . , rn , where n is the number of variables in the 3SAT instance.
Each robot ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, represents the variable Xi and its truth assignment.
Thus, we call these robots literal robots. Each of them starts in a special
fork-shaped (sub-)polygon called fork polygon f pk , see Figure 7, and chooses
the truth assignment of Xi immediately after leaving its start cell. The
robot r0 plays a special role: it starts on a special start cell, s = s0 , and
6

its purpose is to reach t. Thus, we refer to this robot as rt . Note, that
rt is the only robot that may reach t, if t is reachable at all. Further, we
construct for every clause Ci in α a corresponding (sub-)polygon called the
clause polygon cpi , see Figure 8. The robot rt may pass a clause polygon
if and only if the clause polygon is visited by at least one of the literal
robots corresponding to the literals in Ci . This, in turn, is only possible, if
the clause Ci in α is fulfilled. We use a bus-like structure to connect the
fork polygons to the clause polygons and to construct P (α).This structure
ensures that a clause polygon can be visited only by robots that have chosen
the adequate truth assignment. For convenience, we use corridors of width
1 in our constructions. It is easy to widen these corridors, so our results
hold even if we do not allow corridors of width 1.

sk

OU TXk

OU T¬Xk

Figure 7: A fork polygon.

Fork Polygons
We start our more precise description with the fork polygons, see Figure 7. Starting from sk in f pk , a literal robot rk may move to the left or to
the right several times without further effect. But as soon as it moves up or
down in one of the vertical passages, it needs another robot (or an obstacle)
to allow a change in its direction of movement on one of the cells where the
horizontal and vertical corridors intersect. The bus structure ensures that
no other robot r` , ` 6= k, may enter f pk ; thus, it is impossible for the robot
rk to return to sk and to enter the other vertical passage. This property
of the fork polygon ensures the consistency of the truth assignment for the
variables in α: As mentioned earlier, a literal robot rk is identified with one
variable Xk . Now, we are able to assign a truth value to Xk corresponding to
the vertical corridor that rk enters. By convention, we assign Xk := 1 if the
robot enters the left-hand vertical passage of the corresponding fork polygon, and Xk := 0 otherwise. We denote the former passage with Xk -passage
and the latter with ¬Xk -passage of f pk . Altogether, we have
Lemma 2 The truth assignment of the variables that is derived from the
movement of the literal robots is consistent.
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Figure 8: A clause polygon.

Clause Polygons
Now, let us consider the clause polygons. A clause polygon cpi , 1 ≤ i ≤
m, has eight connections to other parts of P (α). The connection between
the subpolygons of P (α) ensures that only rt may enter a clause polygon
via INclause and leave via OU Tclause . Moreover, a literal robot rk may enter
the clause polygon via INij , 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, if and only if the variable Xk occurs
in the corresponding clause Ci and the robot has chosen the correct truth
assignment. More precisely, a robot rk may enter cpi , if it represents Xk = 1
and Xk is a literal in Ci , or if it represents Xk = 0 and ¬Xk is a literal in
Ci . Moving south into cpi , a robot rk stops on a cell dij marked with an
arrow in Figure 8. Now, rk is able to enter one of the horizontal passages
marked with ◦. Note that rk is not able to leave the clause polygon without
the help of at least two other robots once it left the cell dij in a horizontal
direction. The bus structure ensures that these cells can be reached only
by the robot rt and at most one variable robot (see Lemma 4); thus, rk is
trapped if it leaves dij in a horizontal direction.
Now, let us assume that rk does not leave dij , and rt moves from INclause
of our clause polygon to the same corridor, where rk is already positioned.
The robot rt will stop in front of rk and can change its direction to enter
the vertical passage marked with × in Figure 8 leading to OU Tclause . The
basic property of the clause polygons is the following:
Lemma 3 The robot rt may pass a clause polygon from INclause to OU Tclause
if and only if the corresponding clause in α can be fulfilled.
8

Proof. First, we show that rt cannot pass the clause polygon without
further help of other robots: Entering cpi through INclause , the robot rt may
reach one of the three horizontal passages marked with ◦ in Figure 8; all
of them provide a connection to OU Tclause by the vertical passages marked
with ×. But rt is not able to enter the latter passages because of our special
motion behavior: There is no obstacle in one of the cells dij (marked with
an arrow) that would allow rt to alter its moving direction.
Only if dij is occupied by another robot rk , the robot rt may stop on
one of the cells marked with • and reach OU Tclause . But a literal robot rk
reaches dij only if Xk is a literal in Ci and rk has chosen the correct a truth
assignment corresponding to the type of the literal; that is, if and only if Ci
is fulfilled.
2
Connections
In the last step of the construction, we arrange and combine the clause
and fork polygons to one polygon P (α): We arrange the clause polygons one
beneath the other on the left-hand side of P (α) and the fork polygons side by
side on top of P (α), each of them with sufficient space for the connections,
see the example in Figure 9. Then, we consecutively connect all clause
polygons by a passage. More precisely, for 1 ≤ i < m we connect OU Tclause
of cpi and to INclause of cpi+1 . Further, we connect INclause of cp1 to the
start cell s0 of rt and OU Tclause of cpm to the target cell t. Thus, rt has to
pass consecutively all clause polygons.
Now, we connect the fork polygons to the clause polygons: First, we
extend the Xk -passages and the ¬Xk -passages of the fork polygons to the
south until they reach the last clause polygon. Thus, we have 2n vertical
corridors parallel to the column of clause polygons. Each of these corridors
end in a blind alley.2 Then we add connections from this bus structure to
the clause polygons: If Xk is the jth literal in the clause Ci of α, we divert rk
from the Xk -passage via INXij through cpi and via OU TXij back to the Xk passage. Remark that we add an obstacle cell to the Xk -passage between
the horizontal connections to the clause polygon. Analogously, if ¬Xk is
the jth literal, we connect INXij and OU TXij to the ¬Xk -passage. Note
that the passages are mostly separated by obstacles—the only exceptions
are crossings of connecting passages. But these crossings do not matter:3
Lemma 4 A literal robot, rk , stays in its Xk - or ¬Xk -passages, after it
left the fork polygon. Further, rt cannot reach one of these passages.
2
Regarding the construction time, we would like a single reading of α to be sufficient
for the building of P (α). Since we cannot determine which of the clause polygons has to
be connected to which passage, the extension up to the last clause polygon guarantees the
access to every passage for every clause.
3
Recall that no two robots move simultaneously.
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Proof. All literal robots rk start from different cells sk , and enter different
vertical passages leading to clause polygons and dead ends. Only the clause
polygons connect two different passages, because no robot is able to stop
at a crossing between connecting passages and, thus, no robot can change
its direction in such a crossing in order to enter another passage. Entering
a clause polygon cpi by INXij , a robot rk moves to one of the horizontal
passages marked with ◦ in Figure 8. Inside a clause polygon, a robot rk
may meet only the robot rt . However, it is easy to see that rk cannot
enter another horizontal passage or possibly even leave cpi via OU Tclause or
INclause , and rt cannot leave cpi via one of the OU TXij . Further, there is
only one configuration such that rk can return to its passage by OU TXij
and rt can leave cpi through OU Tclause . This holds for every rk ; thus, no
literal robot can leave the passage it has chosen (i.e., either the Xk - or the
¬Xk -passage).
2
The second important property of our connections concerns the reachability of t:
Lemma 5 The robot rt is the only robot that may reach t.
Proof. To reach t, a robot must at least pass the last clause polygon in our
construction, because there is no other connection to t. As we have seen
earlier, no literal robot rk can leave a clause polygon through OU Tclause ;
thus, only rt may reach t.
2
Example
Let us consider the example shown in Figure 9: The left part of the
construction consists of two clause polygons,4 cp1 and cp2 , corresponding
to the clauses C1 and C2 of α. Both clause polygons are connected by a
passage from OU Tclause of cp1 to INclause of cp2 . The start cell s0 for rt
is attached to INclause of cp1 and the target cell t accordingly to OU Tclause
of cp2 . The upper right part of the figure shows the five fork polygons
corresponding to the variables X1 , . . . , X5 and containing the start cells sk
for the five literal robots r1 , . . . , r5 . Between these components we have the
bus-like connecting passages: The first literal in C1 is X1 . Thus, we add grid
cells to connect the X1 -passage to cp1 via INX11 and OU TX11 . Analogously,
INX12 and OU TX12 are connected to the X2 -passage and so on. Note that
INX21 and OU TX21 are connected to the ¬X1 -passage, because the literal
X1 is negated in C2 .

4

For convenience, both clause polygons are shown as black boxes. The interior of these
boxes is shown in Figure 8.
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C1 = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3

cpi

C2 = ¬x1 ∨ x4 ∨ ¬x5
t

Figure 9: Construction example for P (α) corresponding to α = C1 ∧ C2 =
(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x4 ∨ ¬x5 ).

Truth Assignment
The preceding explanations lead to the basic idea of our proof: If t
is reachable by rt , rt must pass every clause polygon. At the same time
rt reaches a clause polygon cpi , at least one literal robot rk must enter cpi .
This corresponds to the conditions to fulfill α: The truth assignment derived
from the literal robots that enter the clause polygons ensures that there is at
least one literal fulfilled in every clause. Further, all clauses are connected
in a serial way, which corresponds to the conjunction of clauses in α. Thus,
we can state:
Lemma 6 There is a truth assignment that fulfills α, if and only if t is
reachable by R in P (α).
Proof. If t is reachable at all, by Lemma 5 it is reached by rt . To reach t, rt
has to pass consecutively every clause polygon of P (α), because the clause
polygons are connected in a serial way. By Lemma 3 (and Lemma 4), rt can
pass a clause polygon if and only if the corresponding clause in α is fulfilled.
On the other hand, any given truth assignment that satisfies α fulfills at
11

least one literal for every clause of α; thus, for every clause polygon in P (α)
there is at least one literal robot able to enter it. Altogether, rt is able to
pass every clause polygon and reach t. If t is not reachable, there is at least
one clause polygon cpi that is not reached by one of the literal robots; thus,
the clause Ci —and likewise α—cannot be fulfilled.
2
Running Time
So far, we did not observe the running time needed for the construction of
P (α). It is easy to see that this construction takes time linear in the number
of cells in P (α), which, in turn, is polynomial in the size of α: There are m
clause polygons in P (α)—one for every clause in α— and n fork polygons,
where n is the number of variables in α. The number of cells used for
a clause and a fork polygon as well as a connection between two clause
polygons is constant. Thus, we have O(m + n) cells so far. Concerning the
connecting passages of P (α), we have two vertical passages (Xk - and ¬Xk passage) of length O(m) for every variable in α in the bus-like structure,
which are interrupted by horizontal passages leading to and coming from
the clause polygons. Every clause polygon provides six of these passages.
The vertical segments of these passages are bound by a constant, but the
horizontal segments depend on the width of the whole construction and, in
turn, by the number of variables. Thus, we have to charge a construction
time in O(mn) for the connection between fork and clause polygons, but
this time is still polynomial in the size of α. Altogether, we have:
Theorem 7 The Reachability Problem is NP-hard.
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Complexity of the Reachability Problem

Despite the proof of Theorem 7 the actual complexicity of the Reachability
Problem stated by Randolph’s robot game remained open until the discovery
of some analogy to the game Atomix, a solitaire game invented by Günter
Krämer in 1990. The task is to assembly the initially scattered atoms of a
special target molecule in a grid polygon similar to the environment of the
Randolph robots.
Inspired by the motion behaviour of matter in free space, the single
atoms move according to the same rules as the Randolph robots. The main
differences between the task of an Atomix player and the solution to our
Reachability Problem are the following:
• Instead of one given target cell to be reached by any of the robots,
there is a target cell for each atom—implicitly given by the target
molecule.
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• The target cells for the atoms are no fixed cells in the grid polygon, but
are given relative to the other atoms due to the neighboring relation
defined by the target molecule.
• The atoms may be of a different type (Hydrogen, Oxygen, Carbon,
etc.) and therefore not exchangable with regard to their target cells.
Although these may be considered major differences, the results of Hüffner
et al. [15] as well as Holzer and Schwoon [14] showing that Atomix is
PSPACE-complete can be fully applied to our Reachability Problem.
To proof the PSPACE-hardness of Atomix, Holzer and Schwoon construct an Atomix instance simulating a finite automaton by employing devices which resemble our fork and clause polygons and also make extensive
use of blind alleys. Furthermore these automaton instances can be combined to a reduction of the nonemptiness intersection problem for n finite
automata which is known to be PSPACE-complete.
We make a few remarks regarding the differences between the Atomix
definition and the Reachability Problem mentioned above: Holzer and Schwoon
use an artificial target molecule consisting of only two types of atoms (2 hydrogen atoms and n oxygen atoms). The hydrogen atoms are placed in a
simple subpolygon called reaction chamber, which they cannot leave. Thus
the position of the target molecule and therefore the specification of the target cells is fixed to some extend. Moreover all remaining atoms which still
need to reach their target cells are of the same type and therefore resemble
a swarm of Randolph robots. To gain a Reachability Problem with a single target cell from the constructed Atomix instance, we can—in terms of
Atomix—simply take a water molecule (H=O=H) for target molecule, but
improve the interior of the reaction chamber in such a way that all other
oxygen atoms (or rather Randolph robots in this context) are needed to
enable one of the oxygen atoms to reach its target position.
In terms of Randolph’s robot game, we consider the grid polygon from
the reduction of Holzer and Schwoon and exchange all oxygen atoms at their
initial positions with Randolph robots to get a swarm R = (r1 , . . . , rn ) and
a start configuration S = (s1 , . . . , sn ). We abandon the hydrogen atoms.
Afterwards we place a subpolygon P (α) into the reaction chamber, where
α = (x1 ∨ x1 ∨ x1 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x2 ∨ x2 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (xn−1 ∨ xn−1 ∨ xn−1 )
and P (α) is constructed as explained in Section 4.5 Thus, we get an instance
of the Reachability Problem with a swarm of n Randolph robots and a single
target cell which can be reached by rn if and only if all n robots reach
their seperate entrances to the reaction chamber. As the latter condition is
also required for the reduction presented by Holzer and Schwoon and the
5

P (α) can of course be simplified due to the special instance α; nevertheless our construction of P (α) satisfied the requirements.
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properties of all other parts of their construction depend only on the motion
behaviour of atoms in Atomix—which is equivalent to the one of Randolph
robots—,we can adopt the PSPACE-hardness result for Randolph’s robot
game.
Furthermore after Hüffner et al. presented a simple proof for Atomix ∈
PSPACE (which applies to the Reachability Problem as well), Holzer and
Schwoon constructed an instance of Atomix which works as a pseudo n-bit
counter and therefore gives an example for an instance with an exponentially
long solution. Applying the same extensions to their construction as above
this also yields for the Reachability Problem with Randolph robots. Finally
we state:
Theorem 8 The Reachability Problem in arbitrary polygons is PSPACEcomplete.
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Summary

We considered robot swarms moving in cellular environments under a certain type of movement constraint resembling he movement behaviour of the
atoms in the Atomix game. For Alex Randolph’s robot rame we showed
independantly that there are polygons with C cells where we need Θ(C)
robots to reach every cell, if we allow corridors of width 1. Further, we
gave an upper bound of 3 robots for rectangles without holes. Our main
result is that the question, whether a cell can be reached by a robot, is
NP-hard for arbitrary environments. We extended this result by modification of the proofs by Hüffner et al. [15] and Holzer and Schwoon [14] to the
PSPACE-completeness statement for the Reachability Problem.
A Java applet for simulating robot swarms moving under our constraints
can be found in
http://www.geometrylab.de/RacingRobots/
Interesting open problems are, whether there is a constant lower bound
for polygons without holes and without corridors of width 1, and whether
there is an efficient algorithm for the Reachability Problem in this type of
polygons.
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